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Step By Step Video Tutorials Show You How to Create and Sell/Flip Websites in the Offline Market...

Even if you dont know anything about Web Design! If you are ignoring the offline market you are ignoring

a huge profit potential that is virtually untapped. Learn how to create beautiful professional looking

websites with no special skills required and then turn around and sell these websites to the offline market.

Perhaps you are unfamiliar with the term offline gold that has been popping up on popular Internet forums

lately. In case you havent heard the term it means that there is a goldmine out there in the offline world -

and it is virtually untouched. For a moment lets examine why it is an untapped market. With a traditional

Internet business that is marketing digital products the whole premise is that you create a product, market

it on the Internet and deliver it using an automated method. This runs virtually hands off once you set

things up. Now lets look at marketing (specifically flipping websites) to the offline market. First of all - you

will not be competing with the gurus as this is not something they are even considering. They already

have everything established online and have no need to target this area. Secondly - when it comes to

flipping websites virtually everyone is doing it online - so you have a wide open market. Third - I am going

to show you how to target a market where you will likely have no competition from anyone. I will show you

how to use online tools to find offline clients that need and want to do business with you - they just dont

know it yet. Fourth - Marketing to the offline world is not much different than marketing to the online world.

You still create the website online. You still accept payments online (and you can accept offline payments

too). You deliver the product online since it is a website. The only difference is how you market to the

offline prospect - and I will show you exactly how to do that. Flipping websites is very profitable if done

right, and I have found an effective method to make a recurring income from flipping sites to the offline

market and I will share it with you in this ninety minute video series. I will even include the letters I used

and the website text I put on my sites when marketing them. It is virtually copy and paste. Here is What

You Will Learn In These Videos * How to find offline prospects using online tools * Two methods to create

a professional looking website to flip * How to market to the offline prospects. * Find out the best type of
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business to market to. * How to create a recurring income from your efforts.. and so much more I could go

on and on........ It is time to get started flipping websites offline.
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